Cybernetyx showcases Galileo One – World’s First
AI Powered Interactive Device for Education, at ISE
2020, Amsterdam

With multi-touch capabilities, a tracking speed of up to 120 frames per second and a
response time of up to 195 million dots/second, Galileo One is the world’s first AI powered
device that transforms any standard display or panel into seamless touch interactive and
collaborative learning space with augmented capabilities.

Bangalore, January 22, 2020: Cybernetyx is exhibiting a range of innovative products at ISE
2020. With a commitment to improve teaching and learning processes with technology-based
solutions, Cybernetyx is showcasing Galileo One.
Designed exclusively for panels and flat displays, Galileo One is a wireless interactive teaching
device, that comprises of powerful processor and the most advanced in-built touch
technology that allows up to 10 touch points in an ultra HD picture quality that presents the
details without any distortion.
The device has an array of teaching tools including handwriting and shapes recognition,
mathematical tools and smart draw, which makes teaching fun and interactive. For intuitive
teaching, the device is integrated with educational search engine, wherein any topic can be
searched, and results will appear in the form of text, video and images.
“Cybernetyx developed digital devices for education on the belief that traditional methods
should not rule the contemporary ways of teaching and learning, and our intelligent,
adaptive, simple and perceptive devices should empower the learners and instructors
across the globe”, said Ramya Chatterjee, CEO of Cybernetyx.
Galileo One has an in-built AI Cloud, which stores
the data on the cloud and makes it accessible for
authorized users from anywhere, anytime. Using
this device, teachers can plan their lessons in prior,
store it on Kneura Cloud and access it anytime
they want while students can go through the
assignments or lesson plans shared by their
teachers.

About Cybernetyx

Cybernetyx, a leading name in smart sensing and interactive technology is showcasing AIpowered interactive devices for displays for Education and Enterprise at ISE 2020.
Cybernetyx Group was founded in 2009 in Germany & India with a purpose to combine
connected computing, sensing and intelligent algorithms to design devices and platforms
which can foster human-machine symbiotic experiences. These devices influence several
aspects of our lives including when we’re at our homes, our learning and workplaces, while
we’re at public spaces and inside our automobiles — and thus, transform our entire life
experience.
Cybernetyx is amongst the world’s largest OEM interactive technology suppliers to top display
manufacturers of the world such as NEC Display, ViewSonic, Delta, Sony and others –
empowering millions of devices worldwide. Cybernetyx has sold and deployed more than
135,000 EyeRIS® interactive classroom solutions in India, one of the largest by any company
in the country so far.
With the mission of leading AI innovation to power the future, Cybernetyx has independently
developed a deep learning platform, a range of microcomputing devices, and core
technologies such as face recognition, image recognition, object recognition, text recognition,
medical image analysis, video analysis, autonomous driving, and remote sensing. In doing so,
Cybernetyx has become one of the world’s most focused machine intelligence and smart
equipment companies.
For more information, please visit www.cybernetyx.com

